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CAR REPAIRER IS
KILLED AT SHOPS
C. R.

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. JULY 31.1907.
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Humane Officer Jap Toner Has
JULY BUILDINGS
Charge of Another Homeless Youth OF LITTLE VALUE
Most Important is That at

Picture Writing flay Land Fugitive
Behind Bars of the Paducah Jail f

Mrs.

MARTIAL LAW MAY BE
INVOKED AT BELFAST

OVER THREE HUNDRED
HOGSHEADS YESTERDAY

Law Goes Into Effect Jan- Engine Boiler Exploded on
uary I and Limits Sale
Illinois Central Near Milan,.
to Pure Alcohol.
Tenn., Last Night.

doer

COLORED WOMAN KILLS
HER RECREANT HUSBAND

PROHIBITION WINS
!JACKSON MEN KILLED
IN ST ATE OF GEORGIA'
IN RAILROAD WRECK

711ei'
-'114h '. 1 6?"

the

•

THREE YOUNG BOYS ARE
- ARRESTED ON HIGHWAY

CLEVER CROOK WANTED
.IN.SEVERAL PLACES

JUDGE ROBBINS WILL
NOT TRY CALEB POWERS

SUPT. CARNAGEY HERE
, TO ASSUME DUTIES
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I

AO.

Aat

THE:PAD t7C.itit

PARE TWO

Et4DAV, JULY 31.

VENIN6 Str.44:

4011111=IMY

MATINEE RACES

immoommK

WOMkti SUFFER
Many women suffer in silence and
drift along from bad to worpe,knowing vsell that they ought to have
immediate assistance.
How many stotnen do you know
who are perfectly well and strong?
The cause may be easily traced to some feminine derangement which
manifeats itself in- depressioa of
spirits, reluctance to go anywhere

-4saaretwerte
a Mothers and all others who'have chil- 'lloilmairs-weiV"
d...en about the house cannot do their
'ser
U
Stages.
farailats a better service than to learn of
simple and reliable remedies that correct Cairo
31.5'
children's ailments. Many grown peo- Chattanooga
• 4.3
o.70.9
ple
Trotting
are
and
rasing
One
Two
Consuffering today for the ignorance a'incinuati
22.6 1.1
or
negligence
of those who had charge Evansville
test, %Vial Mile and Half tlile
14.1 1.2
of their bringing up.
Heats.
Floreace
.4Adii
ctinieirett- ase-prone to constipatton, Johnsonville
and if it isn't corrected early, the bow3.3 0.4
els get in the habit of not working nor-"
8.1 1.1
cmga
'
n
'
a
malty and soon chronic constipation Mt. Carina1
4.6 04
Entries have been closed for Fri- results that may last off and on all
Nashville
8.2 0.1 •
day's Matinee club -races, and some ,through life. Then children eat almost pteesaurg
3.7 0.6
good races. arranged. The felowing continually and as a consequence indi- St.
Louis
gestion sets in soon followed by worms,
26.4 0.1
Is a program.of the events:
Of stomach pains. or
diarrhea, or any one of• Mt. Vernon 14.2 1.2
dozen other trouble..
Trotting Race.
o Fay that it will right paducah
itself Ls putting altogether too touch
17.9 1.1
faith is
(Three out of nye heats.)
9
THREE EVENTS FOR \I.XT
DAY AFTERNOON.

stbng. hache..dragiUg.
setesatiOns, flatulency, nc ivousnesa,

MISS JULIE FLORENCE WALSII

assit's'eept essness.
'11,ese a Lu1,ton:1s are but warnings
that there is danger ahead, and unless heeded. a life of suffering or a
serieus operation ifi the inevitable
TLe best remedy fur all
result.
1.144.se symptoms LS

Little Ms
of Children 11 RIVER NEWS

i

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

B, tinned by W. M. Tucker.
Sarah SicLure (formerly McGregor), owned by irendol Burnett.
Lai U. owned by Gus Thompson.
ersburg, owned by C. Hall.
Ella Mack,, owned
by Bea T.
Frauk,
Trotting Race,
( Three out of five, mile heats.)
Billy Buck, owned by,Gus Thompson.
George Starr, owned by Dr. Ed
Farley. •
Sam Paehen, owned by Tom Settle
Pacing Itat'P.
(Two'out of three, hull-mile heats.)
Red Roek, owned by C. L. Van
Meter.
Brbok Hill, owned by Gus Thompson.
Jtotate Burton, owned by Wynn
Tully.
'(Running race, half mile.)
Chief' Collins, awned _ by Will
Baker.
Lady Foster, owned by Clarence
Dickerson.
Races begin at 2 o'clock.

made from native roots unit herbs. No other medicine in the country has
other medireceived such widespread and until:IV:tied endurenient.
cine has such a reeord, ..f eures ,.1 fernale
:Jab st .
\
York City, writes:-"tydia
Miss J. F. a alsh, of aa
E. Pinkham's Veretatile Corniseind Las been of inestimable value in
restoring my health. Y antlered tram fimale illness which caused
dreadful heitAlarites. diszieess, and dial pains is my back, but your
tintidiciae soens4breught al.s.out a change iu my general condition, built
Me up and made me p. rfe.ctly Well."
Lydia E. Pinkhani s Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints,
i4.h as Backa.•hta Falling aud aiselataments. Inflammation anti 17 leerstam,and organic diseases. It is invaluable in preparing, for child-birth
*tires Nervous Prostration, Headache,
and during the Chan:re of 1.i te.
General Debility, and invigorates the whole system.

Gun

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, we
appointed carriages
When I Nerve you. We
give pnant personal attention at all times.

11ARRY

ANDERSON, PH ONE 915

fall
rise
fall
fall flaRliiiiiIIP
rise
fall.
fall
fall

chance. It is tering with the child's
present
and future health.
In order that the steamer ChattaA better way is to give the child a dose of
sour ethirg Intended to cure that very trouble, nooga
may leave on time at noon toand nothing better for the purpose is knows% than
Dr. Caldwell'. Syrup Pepsin. It never
day,* says the Chattatiboga Times, a
but a is gently and as it has a plea,setgripes
taste
force of men worked until afthe child stilt not refuse to take it, buys SO cent large
mit bottle of your druggist and save the child t
12 o'clock last night loading her
from mangos. You Mmld remember that a ith (he
large cargo of merchandise
ebad whose aubeh la In Ire
"
"
"dsrl
.which she will carry
Sot likely to ite
carets colda
b
S
ge.
fever stisla
dlasamac
to Paducah. On
Hrs. Carry.or ?row
111.. attributes tb• account
of the low stage of the river
remirkaUs haaM of bar
Id tor.Caldwell',
it
lllat the steamer be
to
disorders. His
• Eh the ivs
whic
. ostislirul
Hissa
bote
r17
freak to say that the
leave at noon,
t good ceaditiew of leaded neces aryit ti
ber see-yeeeepsd bey
entirely dee se
wee.
The Chattanooga arrived yester&dal relate's. Tr! tt ks Your o"
fault/
asa
see If you camel slate these
*Melons. Evert day about 10:30 a. ni. and as soon
bottle is e-uanusteed to do esacft as we clai•a,
as she was unloaded the work of pptand the Purity of Meredieuts Is rises's:ruched tor.
ting

ii

We Use the King of All
Bosom -troners...Why?

First-Becanse it irons smoothly, not rough.
.or stud holes•match.
Second-The button holes
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without njury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yonrself by
sending us your laundry.
•

tte 'Chattanooga tuerchaad..se
aboard was started. The cargo coso
tsg
•woe snobItaitiLtis OW Ron liP lug In consisted principally of counNo
tar Is to onsoastais try produce, such as chickens, eggs,
•stimEn.
reinsill
gal la WI_ son Is Ross butter
and other commodities. Most
pee Imo Emir
IL
for 11 Pis folaZ
aratotOoto of
ro
dinar&
.consigned to local dealers.
re most Asia Imam kr Makes maim ad ell of it was
tea. A_speiemiss. airmassit Row Om RR
There were between 25 and 30
PUBLIC winter "Rs(mew So IWO mi Sow through
passengers from Paducah on
as OK CALDWELL'S SYRUP
Ttna mod the
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
semi purity guarantee No. 17,PEPSIN."
twat. They spent the day
Wastrmem.
Os
on
(
PEPIMI SYRUP 00.
Lookout mountain, or going over
1070eldwen Bids.. ilontiosolle. IN.
ChiQamauga .para, and will leave
today (Or the return trip. This will
probably bl the last-excursion into
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Chattanooga from Paducah th:s _seaMarkets, Sports, Etc. The ..following papers deson, as the river Is so low that nevilivered...rack .d.a.y_-No---extra--a.rte•--to.r.-clelivecy.
iiii-T)Tr steamers may
The Caurter-J,a rnal
be snspended after this trip.
.
alapataie,
-Tbasaastawieraawl-A-p•pewl- -" s.4 -1-saa+,
'The
Hen came In-Two iiir
-th-fie
Eddie Braila Coming Back.
- l'ae---Reeidiallera,i
Clasave Exiatiiner
13roachvay, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
hoursalider from Decatur with a
'abe GI,,i,e- I saliacr it
alacaiai Tsiaune
Eddie Brahic, a 'star catcher, who large cargo. The
Chattanooga
makes
,,0.-1asea,,'`,
'1"
Nash vi . ic American
graduated from the Paducah eom- no stops between Decatur
t Centra;:y 1.44eatcd Ilni.
and ChatTr,. ,.., .,.. • •
Cincinnati Enquirer
Bro.:1,1w v. 4n '‘
r110118. Is to return to Paducah bringtanooga,
betwea
and
business
al:
Chicago
Daily Newit
to 25 It.t.i,
ing with hint Jack Golden, a star in- these 'points is hi:tidied by the Ia
fielder. Braila., and Golden are em- ten. This boat had a large passer,:
Up t,-,ate in ail re 4.74(
14"
a rt
.art :
dnt:
ployed at Herrin, Ill., and, play- with 1st and was loaded to the guard,
t,. "1.•!e74 ..,it I:1 u., I r104.rn
the semi-professional team of that with freight. She will remain at the
Register Office, 523 Broadway
Fnur Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
placte Brahic is a strong hitter and wharf until tomorrow noon,'
a fast catcher, and Golden is said to
This morning the gauge read 17.9
The Famous
be exceptionally fast on his feet, and a fall of 1.1 since yesterday.
sure with the stick. They have seDaring July 3-.2 inches of rain fell
German Restaurant
cured employment in the Paducah An excellent stage has been
mainIllinois
Ceutral
and
shops
will
/ We hate several good driving homes for sale at reasonable prices and
16016
play:ailed during the entire mouth, and
Broadway's chief attraction for Spe"The raisoa yon don't sympathize
with the Independents. Manager Hol- all the boat repairing companies are
cial Food Dishcs and popular Masse.
will guarantee them as represented Cali and see them.
. With
that y su have never been
lan is in a quandry. Lee Hart and suffering for business as the boats.
Cerwee• Plas.
IN bossa.
as laths.
THE TULLY LIVER/ COMPANY disasesiintal in lose yoarrelf."
Ulysses Arnold, his star .pitchers, as long as.nothing serious prquutts
P'us he Resew .1.1.50 and wined. $2.00 and wsswisti with bath- P=2•6••••••1:
'I has cat .10 Thal'. tll.yu,ui knaw,
INCOPPORATCD
17tath
left
have
the city. Hart with the them, keep running and T:111 wait
$3.00 sots overard. $1.00 extra where two persons occupy s
C,.
Mal
lirsri sad herding Sari.
Way. I on, • lyon esti tor a t+ lie
Fourth Sheet ud Kentucky Arum
Bloomer
Girls
Arnold
W
and,
to
11)K
11001(
St.
LI
T.
until
shallow
water
tying
before
ii
n doians, and I ii,aer got a sina
Louis. He is looking for a good for repairs. , Many rivermen pred.
gle reply."- Pliandelpaia fatal+.
twirler.
a low stage this fall, and then all the
-E M. TIERNEY. Manager
Manager Holten it correspendina boats will rush the docks and ways
Zhat tit the Mouths of Babes.
game
sun
_
with
for
Princeton
minor
Ky.,
for
repairs and some for gen
a
Though an aris,oct at front head to
foot, 5-year-old Bernice came to kin- day, and will knew by tomorrow if eral overhauling. During the mcgah
the highest stage, 19.5 was reached Blue Spot, of the Holeomb-Hayes Tie good for the Tennessee river.
dergarten with her small 1-• aids chap- he can arrange to date.
on the 29th. and the lowest, 10.4. company, is at Joppa and she left toThe Clabtle leaded today and will
ped terribly, an evidence of lack of
came on July 12 and 13. In gots* day for the Cumberland river after leave late this afternoon on the icl
grooming that astonished Miss
National League.
211.213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Ky.
over the record for several „jai ties, having gotten enough empty turn trip for the Tennessee river.
afiternice," she suggested,"ask your
H
barges tq make a trip. Many of the
Wagons of hay were a big part of
mamma to put some cold cream on Pittsburg
12 15 1 back for July, the highest stage for
a.ur hands, so they won't hurt and Boston
3 8 4 many years was 19.9 on July 4,•1905. ebiored laborers have left Joppa and the Bettie Owen's trip this moraine
The City of Saltillo arrived this
rough." But the hands grew no
Batteries - PhIllippi and Gibson; In other years the stage has been ao have come to Brookport to work for
the Ayer & Lord Tie company.
low as to hinder traMc.
morning from St. Louis and after 14tter. After, several days Miss Vio- homer and Needham.
The Dick Fowler arrived late last ctiving freight left for the TennesOne real vital west show was on
asked: R H
the Dick Fowler this morning when night on account of the heavy- ship- see river.
"Did you tell you: mamma about
The Harth has gone to the Mi. its.t.• cold cream, Bernice,"
Chicago
7 8 2 she left for Cairo. In addition to the tnents of wheat from the .lower part
The child looked up solemn eyed. Brooklyn
6 9 1 regular freight. The show is going of the river to+ Metropolfs'. Last sippi• river to lost with wheat laid
were unloaded. she will probably unload at Cairo.
"My- bands can't be chapped.
Batteries - Overall,
Reulbach, t Dexter, Mo., and is billed to J. H. night alanY bags
The Holcomb-Ilayes Tie company
triune Rays its only 'mortal mind,' Kling and Moran; Bell, Recker and Sullivan, but bears the name of Other freight was good, and the pasd I must get over it." Then Miss
Broach° John's Wild Weat. Twelve senger business continues to swell has bought tour new barges. Two
'
(der remembered that "mamma"
whooping cowboys were passengers Not all of the passenger business is were taken to Joppa.froru Cairo yesat a Chri,'
and 16 Mexican ponies were taken excnrsionistsa for many of the mer- terday.
Scientlst.-Lippin_It N
The C. M. Pate will probaaly get
:Cs Magazine.
Cincinnati
s 12 2 along. On the deck of the boat was chants are sending out their salesaway Saturday for Nashville. RePhiladelphia
0 6 0 an old stage coach that attracted men to the small riser towns.
A new cabin is being built on the pairs are about finished and as the
Batteries -Hitt and McLean; Con- much attention from the river people. According to the show manager, Royal, and the work will probably .be stage is good the trip will be•made.
ridon, it:
n and Jacklitsch.
hared sometime this 'week. DualBarges for the Ayer & Lord Tie,
the stare ran between St. Joseph
"Aar
Mo., and San Francisco and four ness has increased to for this little company .are being repaired on the
R
H
Z
• St. Louis
5 9 3 trips were made between la-61 anti packet that freight is crowding out ways this, week and plenty of work
f,• New York
11 17 1 I S69. It is strong and steady and the passengers.- -The cabin will be In this libe has been found.
Batteries-Wolters. Lush and Mar- good for service today, despite the for women, and all comforts will he
evidence of rought treatment it has arranged for them. Both trips -were
Officiajarorecaats.
shall; Lynch and Bresnahan.
made on time today by the Royat.
The Ohio at Evansvitle and Mt
had. The 'show is from Henderson m
The Lyda is tied at the wearf wait- Vernon will continue falling during
and only fairs are played,-it being an
American League.
R H E oeen air exhibition and is used to at- ing the arrival of Inspectors Green the *next 24 to 36 hours, then ritse.
Washington ..
is and Int: John, who are expected Au- At Paducah and Cairo will continue
2 6 2 tract crowds and no admission
gust 1. After the inspection it is un- falling during the next several days.
charged.
Much
•Chleagu
of
their
tents
for
4
6 1
"Willie. -9 are teat as.liact as you
The Tennessee from Florence to
Batteries - Patten, F'alkenberg, the horses and .other aaraphernalla decided what will be done until after
he."
Hughes and Warner; Patterson, Sul- were shipped by 'freight direet to St the strike goes one way or another.- the -mouth will probably continue
"Hub! I guess you don't know how titan'an0
The
B. Finley passed down yes- falling slowly during the neat 24
Joseph, where they will exhibit at
McFarland.
tail I carabrs"
terday for the south with a too of hours.
the fair:
• The MiseissIppi fronr beloow St:
More barges" continue to arrive at over 50 barges loaded with coal.
Second game.
Iln 'he Yddis the sulf%n Is putting up
The Joe Fowler was in today from Louis to Cairo will cdtitinue falling
Joppa and the strike atruattfon TO In
RH
E
-,
during the next several days.
Washington .
...... 6 11 -2 state quo. Each side is -waiting far Evansville with n good trill,
Ne
,ligor the palace
can spare
Chicago
- 4 9 3 the other to mike the ' break and - The Rob Dudley arrived last" night •
come over, although the river men from the Tennessee river and left to; Gossips have no use for people
Barteries
Ealkenberg,
Heidon
s to the ('hap-.who in peppery
look forward to a settlement being day on the return trip. The freight who refuse to WOy them ialth raw
and Warner; Whitessand Hart.
•
Lilies
reached in the next few days. The trip in was light, but shipmentawere IrlaterlarA -as- t•entral tcf, givrathim the haR H E
, rent.
New- York
1 6 3
.-C:eveland Plain Dealer.
?omit
6 13 0
Batteries - Ilegg, Kleinow and
Funny hoiv a little boy will -wade
Thomas:
Killion and Schmidt.
in a 'creek or mudhole 'all day and
rt het when he has to wash his dirty
R H
Ii at at bedtime.
VACANT HOUSES
Philadelphia .......
2 7 2
St. Louis
1 7 1
Batteries -- Bender and Powers;
Powell and spencer.
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
tantalum, at Lynn. Mass. Her advice is free.

write Mrs

Keep Posted!

FREE

TisT

STAR LAUNDRY

BASEBALL_NEWS

Marlborougli

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

GUY
NANC
E & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
SAVE

TIME and MONEY

COOK WITH GAS

It is clean; it is cool;

it is pleasant.

Don't

put it off; try it now.

400

FOR RENT

FREE SHOW

.4

--aaiaatt",

Biafra

Wallace Park

Cleveland
.
Batteries,-,Young and
Clarkson and Bemis.

8:15

Moncrief Stock
In

The Paducah Light
_and rower Company
..rsm,ritIrd

I
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CASINO
e
11111 for Tonight.
'"Ni
11EATH.'",

I

Coroleci, or
Mother and on
Curtain 44:T1

'

10c and 20c
miammumwamm
Prices

•

R H E
". 5 2
Shaw;

Why Servants Left.
John N. Bogart. commissioner of
licenses, has revoked the license of
Arnold Fric.imsn, an employment
agent of No, 160 East Third street,
warraaecording to the commissioner,
plaeerae servant It a position after
collecting a fee trorn her temployer
and the day after Sent a runner to induce the girl to leave the place so.
that he could use her to fill another
vacancy and collect another te9. That
is a favorite trick, with some agents
said the commissioner. who thus get
For t hemitelvee-an eddyionaI
sthantage from the scarcity of f4er
t:ulit
New York Pont.
1 , •.. Inman tiatnre to want to fly a
'usher than rrir nelobbor.
1

As soon as we paper your
houstowe take down the sign.
Your man comes to you pays
one month's rent and mo'ves in,
and why?
Simply became he likqs our
paper, its•the kind tont matches
the carpet, rugs, etc. ,
It's not trio dark or too light
and he alwa' a likes to live in
hotneiwell papered.
Right now is the time to have
your work done and vitritnow
the kind people want.
And know how lo please you,

your tenant and, also your
pocketbook.

S an(le rs on,
Perkins 4Co.

Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies

Very frequently the most inferior
goods depcnd on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing without merit and quality is in the bottle.

Early Times
Arid

J pk Beam
is nine summers old. The govment stamp will so indicate.

Phone 1513; 428 P.roadway.
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PAGE THREE.,

NOTHING DOING
BY SCHOOL BOARD
Met and Argued awl Adjourned Last Night.
•
. Salserintendent Lielea .iugu
Again Subject of the laa
Nene

eta

Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs

.Stli MOTION IS OUT OF (altElt

After a long diacussion at a•cali,
torsion last. night, the eshool Domes
although eueboriled in .the call was
—77
the settleneent with Superintendent
Lie-b, is Mae caner to the fultilliaa
of, its contract or to the
mutter.
which was paned trnaniMblisly at fiT
regutar neeetreg In June. that
Superintendent 1.1eb handed to
board his report, keys and
al&
that he would be allowed his eletlata
anti granted leave of-absence for tie
remainder of the year. When '11 •
es
voperiuteuth ta arose after Truatee I
Maumeen had made the motion to adjourn, he requested that the matter!
be settled last night, so la. might
know what to do definitely, a secondi
aas seeured to the mciajou, and with f
out a murmur the tnembere vet* a
"aye" and grabbed their hats and
started for home.
During much of.. the . discustsiou
Trustee Kelly had the motion before
the. house that Superintendent Ufa,
'be. allowed his salary according to ,
___Velltritet, and Mr__Clecreset; Aftimiiii.lAds!
it.
President
Potter
Vigorously
fought the payment of Mr. laieb's Sal• ary acroialing to contra, he asserting that to pay him until September
would be paying -on two contraete
although• only one could be te
President Potter loft the chair me aa
tens* and opposed the Metering of
the salary.
Superintendent Life)
stated be had done his best to fulfill
hiseepeet of the contilict abd of the
motion in June to herd In thrareport
in time. He said the board was in
a great hurry, and totalled Superintendent Liely for it. He saidise was
ready at any time to do anything to
aPaaPlY.
allIMMIS
Truitee Beckenbash had a letter'
from Dr. Pitcher, secretary of the
board when the contract was made,
who had been sent a duplicate of, the
contract and said he would have to
see the original, to tell if any changes
could be made. Prof. Lea) said he
was absent when the contract was
drawn, and that he dial not know who
drew it up. but he signed it in goad exaeptton of Trustee Kelly_ Trustee PLAIS I \ KNOWN MiaSIC
held Shut oysters Sr,
Tolerant Lei.
faith. The point came up when the Clements did not elate.
WITH EVK.4 BLINDFOLDED.
6
'"wild animals." and only besome tier':There is iv ,
time had been changed from August
No reknit-sect.
sonel property
warn
IVONIF:N
roare
IN
they'
States
,,-el
lAW.
ag.,
...a.
to September, aud the three
President
Potter
In
his
speeches
old
Munich, Bavaria, July 31.--Medlclaimed or artificially planted. "Suit good ehaaacter •'
members could not remember, and a grew rather
warm and
asserted eat circles art. deeply perplexed over
domesticated, tame,
or 'garden'
"What do you mean?"
look could not be had at the minutes "there is no contract; there.can be the phenomenal auerformanaes
of a ITINF:It %HI
oysters," he adds. "would be asse%sa-: "Just what I say. Se let a a,- 1,
e
Pitt:SIDING ELbecaute Secretary 13yrd did not bring no contract," and that the contract young woman who is known for
the
Ida Busted Harper writing in "The blue as personal property." The possi- l behaves hinerelf the
DF.It FOlt Faul ItTli Qt •urrEtt..
them. Thus without the official rec- reading September I was null. When Present as Miss Nyclia. She
is a
World Today" on the work of the bilities here suggested for a splendid Finns, Crotians tenet
ords the board guessed no chapge the board wished to read the report pretty, delicate. looking blonde.
girl
International Council of Women has rontatice, tracing -the tragic career egesaill all attend for him."-F
bad been made.
of the Minute's of the session when with dreamy blue eyes and a frightthis to say about the legal position a well-born oyster from its free, wild l Pest.
The point was then
made that l the contract was made, the secretary. ened expression, Her manager re- Ilegins at the
Itrionln ay Nlethittllat 01 women In the civilized world:
south:through its period of captivity.,
Trustee Kelly's motion was out of l did not have the minutes,.and so he, fuses, to tell where she is from. "
Church.
:1, laid.* at
A very good beginning has beep and ending with the hereea sense- ,.—Feers copy
order; for in .the June meeting ft proceeded to give a verbal account
of it cry issue of thiNydia-appeared before a committee
Wickliffe I 'hurtle.
made toward a compilation of the Honel destruction by fire, either in a , nen ...paper
was {tagged •unanimously to pay Su-1from memory, in whichaSuperintend- of Munich - physicians, sat down at' a
should 16, a salesman •(Ur
laws in all countries reiatiogeto wo- milk stetv or broiled on tease'. will aou.
perinteedent Lie+ as soon as he had eat Lieb informed the board. state- piano and played in the ordinary was
men. Last year Baroness von Beach- appeal. surely, to some nature noselhanded to the board his report and ments made as to his being present 3 concerto, Before her there was ta
wet, chairman of the committee On 1st who finds that his competitors are ,I
keys. Both have been in for some at the (treating of the contract were large mirror and iliehind her another.
Opportunity waits for
Fourth quarterly meeting for Pa- legal posit
iott of women sent out four tepidly exhausting the list 'of wild therefore if
weeks, and Trustee Beckenbach took fise
you have an
Her manager set by her side and kept dtkah
t Methodist Episcopal questions to be
animals still available for fiction
answered.
I with it don't f
the report and read it. Pauses were .The motion was made by Trustee his gaze. riveted n heaeyes. The end Churah, Semite
Broadway, August 31. "Does an alien t a woman) ac- New York Tinier,
the-Spot.
frequent at whi .- .t he doubted the Kelly' that flags be placed on the of the et:mist-it) was played very faint- t; Iteedland circuit at
Little's chapel, quire. the nationality of your country
terarity, and attempted to break nine bnildings. As computed
the ly and as the last Maras _were struck august 17-1s; Trimble Street, Auarmarrying Zane of its citizens'?"
down certain statements. Trustee coat would be about $180, and rarest- it was evident that Nydia Was- falling sliest 1S-19: ItSiengburg
circuit at Every counsil but one answered
Kelly withdrew his motion, With the dent Potter left the chair to protest into- a profound hypnotic sleep.
Fainter. Augest 24-25; Mayfield cir- "yes."
Australia- in 1904 passed an
consent of Trusten Clements, his seo to the purchase of the flags, Other
Her eyes were then bemind with a cuit at Blalock. A,ugust 31, &mem- act giving the wife the . right
to
ond, and the motion to receive the members wanted flags, but the ques- thick cloth.
Over this ag impene ber 1; Mayfield, September 1-2; City
cheflaa•
eeport- carried.' On-e more President, tion of finance prevented them from treble
Welt cloth was drawn and cot- Mission at Lene Oak, September 7-8;
2. "Does a woman lose her_own
Potter gained the floor and said- the voting "aye" and the motion was ton wool was
stuffed by a doctor pres- Third Street. September 8-9; Sedalia.
nationality by marrying an alien?"
president and secratary coulii not lost.
ent into all spaces left between her circuit at Ly u vine. September ft-24;
ghe does everywhere except that in
sign a check for the salary, until a
Trouble over getting a large flue akin and
the cloths. A program wan Farmington circuit at Waltz chapel,
Australia "Illitish-born women fla
three was specified, although in the lining for the new buildings was re- handed
September
22-23;.0ak
around containing some twenLevel circuit
lain
full *rights irrespective of tbo
June 'meeting the contract was spec- ported, and the contractors say they ty pieces
of music. The persona Rros- at Oak Level. September 28-29:
httafiand's nationality."
ified in the motiorf. Truetee Becken- can substitute fire brick: The large cat were
asked to underline any par- Clinton circuit at Friendship. October
case of divorce or death of
je touch made the motion to allow Su- size lining is not math. now, and the ticular
pie-'e which- they wished to 5-6; Clinton. October 6-7; Bairdwell
perintendent Lieb the salary for board left it to the discretion
of hear. This was handed to the. mane at New Provideuop, October 12-13: husband can the married woman regnin her nationality'!" In the United
-July,. aad-ail le*tsel "aye," with the Mr. Royer, whether a special order ager, ,who
etood at 110 paces from Arlington circuit at Arlington. OctoStates and Denmark she -rannel. In
should be made,- Cr s whether fire Nydia
0
. it
With his back turned toward ber 1344a Sprhig 11111 die-ult
Canada, Great BritVn, Australia,
brick should be substituted.
her: The girl without a word or sign, Spring 11111, October 19-20; Milburn
While on improving bUildings•Mr. passing between her and the man- Circuit at Milleurte October 241-21 Switzerland and Holland. If a natural
Kelley brought up the matter of age‘ played -the requested piece: _
Woodville circuit at Paleetine, Octo- born subject, she call do this In case
Improving the auditorium 'of the
ber
25-.26'; i.oalaosvlil. circuit. at of divorce only: in Italy,. France
Unknown
pieces
were palsied up
_
High school, by repairing the plas- mane theta melefc- In manuscript aleKendree, O.'tober - 26-27a La Cen- Ilungary and Norway she must agree
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This time of the year.usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every Ilusiness house. Look over your supply and let us
make you estimates on everything you need.
Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive, different work,
promptness, reliability, are some of our traits.
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red
and- a-representative will-en II.
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Nightmare

GOND TRAGEDY
DEEPENS MYSTERY

No woman's happiness can be complete
without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as rn uch so as it is
to love the beau.
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d pure.
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PLAN GREAT DAY

Don't Mistake the Cause of Your Troubles, A Paducah citizen
Shims How to Cure 'Them.

ties,. W. Ktstterjohn
Residence 1'hone 1221.

(loan. A.(3txrciner
itessichee l'iltrIl. 1 'I.

PADUCAH PAVING CO.
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Harper's,
discusses the relathat he knew her in Chicago, and also
scriptions will Pe in line. Prizes
I! ,
knew. C. A. Coey, the wealthy Cielsa- tion or smartness on the part of slava' probably will be offered
to stItnislate
goan, and Dr. H. A. Thomas, of "101 men to discipline. He says:
the interest. Correspondence is on
1 once heard an excellent first lieu. for evening attractions
Ranch.” He was frequently a mem.
Wallace
ber of parties, at which Miss Mat- tenant---Earragut's own through the park has been secured
for the afterbews and the men referred to were Kind. al actions of She war of seces- noon, in the morning the
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Miss vious.inettention to uniform there Mr. Auburn Milburn, of the local
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L,irl,'• and it was with 'him that Miss which tn overt ast was not known to in the lodge's colors, red,
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Wheiceele Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. .1. Pieter Supply Co.; Boat
to examine Rumbaugh's effects and regulations, like legislative acts, ad- speakers from Missouri,
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Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sone,Wholesale Dry (heels;
the coroner had the rodm locked. If mit of much varlets' of interpretation wrote for a complete
program today
Muscly Burnett., Supt. & Tess:.. Pad. Water Co.
itunthatigh did not destroy the let- and latitude in practiee, unless there and it sill be placed
before the memCEO. C. THOMPSON, President._
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taken,. in the light or his action, has all alike to wear an o‘ercoat because be on the program foram
address.
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there was great laxity in details. I
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me that it is
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short time after.their ad s1.111 IWO this Lake a favorite 70W en
all their trips
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Send $300 at once for expenses."
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neighborhood and front that time but the idea stinek me
as &sided];
Rumbaugh was about 28 years of a young officer remarked to me dislived apart. The husband, John , novel—New York
Globe.
age, lie is said to be the son of paragingly or auother, “lie's the sort
Nickerson,
died 19 years ago
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a 'wealthy Washingtca, D. C., falsity.]of a m• n. you know, wh,o would wear
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Brings tier cow Along.
.DIS 'Watson suggelits that a large
he served with distinction in the not111 g like classification. My frIend
"That," said the superintendent of measure of the food value of oatmeal
Tenth Pennsylvania Infantry in the had achieved a feat in natural his
a livery stable. "is about the last ,is due to its capacity to stimulate the
Philippines.
tory; in 10 ' words he had defined a Mies Marguerite Magill Could
Not thing on eattu io.• a person to cart activity of the thyroid gland.
"YOU ARE -LUCKY"
After
species.
Notre Explain Nothing.
Be Found When soeght
. .
around as excess baggage. I mean feeding a number of young rats for
liumbaugh's death is expected
Another circumstance that may
at (linter., ts'
a cow.' A man came in here a.little four to eight weeks on a diet of unIf you.don't have ti rainy slay. Siekness, trouble—
hourly.
have contributed to indifference to
while ago to make arrangements for 'oqke oatmeal! and water an autopsy
you can't telj jii,t what will happcn.
Two- brief notes fail to explain his details of dress, was the exactness
the next few weeks. An old aunt of revet1 hi each 'Instance considers- •
act. One note addressed "To whom with which the older sea officers
II-Ton haven't aay money what are you going to
had
Chicago, July 31.— The report the family. he said, who subsists' ble enlargement ot the thyroid, toit may concern," reads as follows:
-omit/wily to look after the set and
do?
that
'the physicians engaged in ana- chiefly on a milk diet.- was coming on gether sith evitionee of inereasod
"Ship my body to Mrs. J. H. Rum trim of the canvas, Every variation
You won't misS :t little out Of each week's_earnlysing
the vital organs cf Mrs. Pet from Detroit to make them a visit, glandular activity.
baugh, Mt. Pleasant, Pa..
West- of the witsd._evere change of course.
and she wanted to bring a cow along
He approves or Ita usea't breakfast
stagnr.Who Xed mytaterously
moreland county. Notify the Travel- eery considerable maneuver,
Figure out just how much you can spare.
at
!ti- C:intnn,
in the form of porridge and in,11t,
to furnish sustenance
which,
she
May
31,
reported
ers'
and
that
insurance
they
company of Hartford %•olved corresponding changes In the
Open an pecount with us and protoet yourself
had found no trace of poison, could knew from experience, was sure to advises that the meal shall he corn.
Ctrnn., and the Fraternal Order of disposition of the sails, whtch
must not be eonflrmei
against the rainy day in the future. We iihy 4 per
today. Dr. Adolph agree with her. -This aunt, he ex- pitted by a glass of tnilk and some
Eagles of Scottdale, Pa.
he effected not only correctly, but
ann, who has had charge of plained. is a great traveler. All the bread and butter and shall not inemit, on_ deposita—
"ASIOS R. RUMBAUGH."
with a minute exactness extending to
way from-Maine to California, .and clude bacon or any, other -form of
A second note was addressed to half a hundred seemingly trivial de- the work, declined to comment on the
down
to -the gulf, she goes drifting meat. Rats, equally With children, it
la.port
beyong
saying
that it did not
his mother; Mrs. J. H, Rumbaugh, at tails, upon precision in which
depend- come from his office.
around the country, and alwars that seems, display this same_ dieti: perthe above address:
pd—and justly—an officer's general
cow goes along as her constant friend versity--they will not eat oatmeal or
"Dear -Mother: —There is nothing reputation for officerllite character,
and companion, The men seemed bread when meat Is available.---From
Mies
Magill
Not
Found.
•
for me to say as to .why I did this Not silly su but the mere
weight of
Clinton, 111., July 31.--A subpoe- terribly worried, lie wasn'l prepared the London Hospital.
swful deed, eo lay my body away to rigging and sails, and the
-stretching na was issued for Marguerite
Magill to provide aceommodations for a bovest. I have about $350 on my per- resultant. on such strain,
caused de- today, hut shewas not found. She vine 'visitor. I ant not exactly fixed
No matter how much a man loves
son. im and Charlie settle things 01,. rangement: which, permitted,
be- hae never called at the jail, nor have to entertain guests of that kind my-,a woman
she thinks he ought tellove
"Your son,
came alovenliness. Yards accurately any other of
Fred Magill's irelatives. self, but I agreed to help him out her more.
. -RICHARD R. RUMBAUGH."
braced, sheets' home alike, weatherleeches and braces taut, with all the
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other and sundry Indications which h
Cured Lung Trouble. ,
qf
"It is now eleven years since I had well-trained eye instinctively sought
a narrow ercape from consumetion," and noted, were 14ss the dandyism
%riles C, 0. Floyd, a leading. bust- than the self-respecting neatness of a
nee. tniii of Kershisw, R. C. "I had well-dressed ship, and were' no bad
run down in weight to 135 pounds, substitute, as. tests, for buttoned
and coughing waif Constant, both by frock coats.
day Snd by night. rinally I began
taking Dr. -King's New Diseovery\and
Wise Counsel From-the So
'
ult
continued thia.for about six months,
"I want to' give some valuable a4..
when my cought and lung. trouble vice to those
who suffer with lame
acre entirely gone and I was restored back had
kidney trcuble,",says J. R.
House wiring, electric plants installed.
to my normal weight, 170 pound..."
Illankership, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
1
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to an absolute certainty that
Complete machine shop.
ery year. Guaranteed at all drug Electric
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free.
1.*tle gave me great relief and after
1
taking a few more bottles, I was comS
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at f AT 107 AN ILLINOIS WOMAN
De-Iiiloifitt was greatly surprised
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And a merry song.
DIEs IN POOR HOUSE.
when he was 0:Ad by a stranger that
Just a jolly time,
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he had a patient to be treated.
In a ha9ry life:
Canton, III., July 31.—tIsie Jane
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To a patient wife.
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Mrs. Noah Hill,
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Dr. Smith, but the !oak of disappointAccounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We
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appreciate
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as well p5. large depositors and accord to all the
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Mrs. Hill was separated from her
same
for him, and he agreed to look over
•
estimates on dower beds we
teurteons treatment.
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will
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call and Doe you. Phone
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in a plaster cast.--New York Herald
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Free delivery to any
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If
Man tries -to do business ivith°MAIM
Mrs. Nickerson was among the
Both Phones 370.
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AUS BROS. , early
Put advertleeng or winks at a girl In
- settlers In Minas end-sone of
the dark; the result Is much the
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Both Phortcas191.
the pioneera of 'Fulton, comity she
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A Man is Known by the Tele,
phone He Keeps

EAST TENNESQ,7LEPHOINE CO.

CI FY TRANSFER CO
at
Olauber's Stable.
TELEPtIONU 499

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

American -German National Bank

l

Real Estate Agency..

NO POISON

Mechanics ad
Farmers Savings Bank
- 210 Broadway

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

I Render

Reduce

Lump
-Nut -

13c
12c

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BIM

There is none better. An
orders appreciated.

FLOWERS 1

CENTRAL COAL AND IRON c0.

arromomomamoma.

•
•

PAL 14E1-14.1f.

TIM PAMTCAll EVENING SUS-

wnoDurtscav. arLY $1. -

WONDERFUL FISHING
For Picnics
IN OLD KENTUCKY
...And...
Outing Trips
A Paducah Sportsman Tells FREE"

18 Years' Success

Do You Open Your Mouth
Like a young bird and gulp down whatever feud or medicine may be offered you?
Jar,do you want teknow something of the
compasition and character of that whit-h
you take into your stomach, whether as
food or medicine?
Most intelligent and sensible people
now-ti-days insist on knowing what they
employ whether as food or as medicine.
Dr. Pierce leli
s they have a peritet
right to budet upon such knowledge. So ho
publishes,
cast and on each bottles-.
r. wha
einesaremndeol
This
t • ngredienta 0 which his medicines
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more all (Twit superior curare
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-Tor tee cure ofwoman's peculiar weaknesses, irregularities and derangements,
giving rise to frequent headacheg. backache, dragging-down pain or distress in
lower abdominal or pelvic region, accompanied, &elms, with a_ debilitating,
pelvic,catarrhal'drain and kindred symptoms of weaknes, Dr. Pierre's Favorite
Preseriptien Is a most efficient remedy.
It is equally effective in, curing painful
periods, In giving strength- to nursing
mothers and in preparing the system of
the expeetant mother for babe's coming,
thus rendering childbirth sale and COMiparati vely painless. The "Favorite Pre• pt ion" ls a rust potent, strengthening
tonic to the ireaeral system and to the
organs distinctly feminine In particular.
It is also a soothing and invigorating
nervine and cures nervous exhamittoa,
nervous prostration. neuralgia, hysteria,
spasms, chorea or St. Veletas dance, awl
other diateesing nervous symptoms attendant men functional and id-Anode diseases et the distinctly feminine organs.
A host of medical authorities of all the
several schools ef -practice, e•commend
each of the several ingredienta of whi, h
`Favorite Prescription" is' made for the
cure of the diseases for which it is claimed
to be a cure. You ma, reed what they
say for yourself by sending a postal card
request for a free booklet of extracts
from the leading anthoritisaa, to Dr. R. V.
Pierce. Invalids' Hotel and Surgical teatime. Buffalo, N. Y., and it will come to
YOU by return post.
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01110 INDORSES
SECRETARY TAFT

TURTLES
HAVE HUMPS ON BACK.

BETTER BRIDGES
AND FEWER ROADS

Findlay, 0., July 31i---alansery Stain
baugh, a veteran hunter and trapper
has discovered a new species of turtle
The tortoise bee a curiae* hump on
its back about the gaze _of a large
orange, The shell, which is about
•
State Committee Overwhelmeight inches in -diameter, extends
ecotamemlation of C01111111aabout
two inches on each side of the
ingly for Him.
mien of Fiscal Court.
hump, and is fairly regular in shape,
having a general aapearance of a narrOW-e
isegkecrownad
--•
----a ititirlit
:
T-C•fal.;•1 I ii.ufficieut To het. The spinal column curves along
EapPlise of Repairs' -Is Great Drain
Prevent Actk.n ,,r member',
the center of the hump. The under
on Cotsaty's Annual Resources',
at abating.
shell of the turtle is of normal shape,
Say Magistrates.
but is milk white ,in color. without
•
markings, as is usual in river turtles.
Stambaugh says he has eaten one
DICK SILENT CONCERNING IT.
of them and the hump is of unusual alat'HA CKEN CU
COUNTY'S FRMS.
A
sweetness stud delicacy. The bumps,
he says, are very symmetrical and
Cdiumbils,a0., .110 ::1
The 'can- show no signs of distortion, giving
Having completed inspection of the
didacy of Wtlaiii ii. Taft, secretary evidence that it is a distinct race of
300 Miles of public highways in Mcof war, for the Repute:eau nomina- turtle. ' A live one will be sent to the
Cracken county, the- commission aption for president, was endorsed by state university for examination.
pointed by the fiscal court, will laththe Republican state committee tomit a written, detailed
report to
day by a vote of le to 6. The indrose'the court at Its session next Monda
.y.
mem carried with it a declaration
This report will contain
numerous
that the ..ktepublicans of 'Ohio are oprecommendations, probably an:
posed "to the elimination front pubwhich will be more attention ti.
aic
life of Senator Foraker. and
steel or concrete bridges and lees
Dick."
BRITISH WOULD._ HAVE NIEET- the making of new reads.
Although beaten by deelsive vote
INGS oF HAGUE cONF'ERENCE,
The commission will also r.
the adherents of Foraker in the comthat County Road Supervisor
1;•
mittee rafused to accept the Olive
Johnson has expended the funds a
Branch extended by Taft's supportthe best advantage, and while ti:
ers and there was no effort to make Brat .emerican lielegatee
With Their Fifth district and some others ha'
the action of the cotntnittee unaniProposette, a• LAMP!' Were
nutre miles of gravel roads titan tie
mous. The indorsement of Taft was
'bilking Abele It.
Eighth (leaflet, the resIde•nts of tie
ylgoreusly opposed by Foraker, who,
latter have not co-operated so we!
upon the eve of the meeting openly
In other districts farmers have
'
voiced his dissent to the proposition.
cated land for widening roads
The s,nlor senator controlled seven
The liague. July 31.--The itatisa contribu
ted labor to their impreve
of tile al members of the committee delegation is
working on a propose mete, while Eighth district.
farmers
on all votes except upon resolution. don which may cause
surprise.
Asihave hampered tale road supervisor
A. W..'McDonald, of the Sixteenth dis- already cabled the United
States is by charging full price' for their land.
trjet, broke' from the Foraker forces ptivately discussing
with leeding del- and declining to contribute to
th•
on the final ballot. %lien the amend,- egates the advisability
of the United work.
merit opposing the "elimination" of States presenting a
peoposition for a
Tbe commission also fourth
Air Sam Craig, ot itic• Illinois Cen- Foraker and Dick
was put to a vote, periodical sitting of the _conference,
much money has been wasti
tral car repairing shops...went to at it was adopted by. 11 to
10, all Fte suggesting that-it Tiliould meet glen- ening
and impeeving new _roe
Cherles this uiorning to repair had raker .-nientberae-theee-erailicals,- Taft
•
2", befaTithIng in are-of little use. This
is not • 4a
order cars
auPPorters, voting against it'.
191!•
of the 'supervisor, but of thca,•ela
Alfred Burnett, te years old, a
A. I. Vorys, manager of Taft's
The iiritish .delegation went ahead viewed
the prospective highways an !
section laborer on the Illinois Cen- campaign. declared today that the of the America
ns, haying already recommended
them. Hereafter,
tral. dropped a frog on his right ataion of the committee, was import- communicated
to a few delegates a the court follows
the advice of tl.,
hand yesterday arernoon in the local ant in that it gave assurance to oth- propoicition establis
hing that the commission. It will
be wary of spendtestith _yearde sad-eut-hia-haude- - er states thaL Taft had ,Lhae icappust etuatetamee eltould sit - seetenulatly,4ang Money WWII! way.
O. 0. Hardison 3a years ol4i. a et his party an Ohio and would be but that two yeaes before the
meet-I There are about 100 brtdges
the
tar repairer. t•aught his. left timid in backed by the delegation from this log. ti pi, Sentativeo
of Great Britain, county. It costs a large amount
each
a spring yesterday afternoon and state in the data:nal Republican cutl- Fiance, Gel•many. the
'eue ea from the log, but sliced or
United States. l year for repairs to the wooden strummalt the Hpworth league
crushed several fingers.
et:wain.
Ruske. Italy, Austria and Japan.itures.
will be halt! at
by a special machine. The imMens
Lumaer
continua
Is
lly
luerease Ada street church. Chicago, Labor
Mr. L. E. McCabe, formerly train--should meet to prepare a program
ereseure
.ling in price,
used
in
veneerin
the coat of hauling
g wood for Day, September 2.
Foraker Protesaa.
maser of the Paducah district of the
Thus the i•onference will. not longerit
the manufacture of furniture is
he material isjarge, some of it benot
According to the most reliable reCalcinnata July 31.--ywhen
Illinois Central, but now
depend mien the aill of the RU5Stall ing
superinused, and tbe veneered slabs, which
hauled 15 miles by wagon. Iron.
ports
'there are 262.0041 Sunday
tendent of the Nashville divielon of raker :earned of the action of the emperor.
steel or _concrete structures would o., CARR'S* VIFTV oUT
blIGHT1 are pretty well warped and twisted at schools tn th • world,
the road. returned to Nashville this Republican state committee this afwith a total enl'1111.1
1•PINK
first,
away
are
with
DISTRI
this
constan
CTS.
'repair
straightened out and dried rollment of
t
acmorning after a short visit to the ternoon, he gave out, this statement:
26,000,000 pupils.
simply
count.
by passing through rollers,
Fitemelf.
The International Council Of Recity. He will remove his fatfilly to "The comfit:dee has no more right
Then the slabs are taken to the
Reside ATe
to speak on that subpect for theReOoOd Filfilfitaligious Liberals In Boston September
Nashyille next week.
sawing
liable,
where
a
McCrack
they are ripped is expected to call
eti county's roads are In Win Its
Publicans of Ohio than any other 21
together a great
Large ‘lajoritt In %leafle— and
a
croft-sawed—from five to ten in gatheri
excellent conclition." 'said kiagistrate
Republicans might have had. The ace
ng of Universalism.
t complete ateterne -Will lit'
• Fish rake. No Step,. For craitiril.
one cut—into pieces of proper
Bleich, of the • commission. "To my
Hen of te committea eel; not affect . yeac-4
clinionThe Rev, Meldola De Sole has just
flelayed.
New York, July al —Proxies; for nay course.
Mons for the single boxes are
motion Superintendent Johnson has
The next state convenbeingl•completed twenty-five years of serthe annual meeting of the stockhold- tion will
made.
beenThence
careful
the
in
expenditure of
the ,pieces are sent to;viee as minister
have -authority to speak and
of the Spanish and,
ere of, the linnet. ventral,,,tL be held
the inspector, who, bookies examini
tha funds,and Asur soaAa ase-tae hess •
art ion eii-ew+Hr -br the dart,- ofng'POrtagnese snitgogue of Montreal.
in Chicago on October 16. have beau every good Republic
each
In the state.
and
sorting
out
these
an ti abide."
Manila, July 31.--The indetiendwhich at*
The St, Louis Franciscan proviiiiii
-ent tc the stockholders aenning In
"We have ridden over 3110 miles ence factions who
united in the cam- imperfect, making separate piles is sending two of Its yottEg priests
the mulles of President J. T. Harahan
of
roads,
containi
and
has
it
ng the same number in each ito
been a revelation paign as, "Nitionalists," appear
Diet Won't Talk.
aid the Franciscans whosare work,
to
and Vice President A. G. Hackstaff.
to us in many ways. One of the have won the
Akrnn. 0.. July 31.- Senator
general election held of ends, sides, bottoms and tops.
; lug for the conversion of China, unLast year, when ex-Preselent Stity- Inca- refused to &scums
things that struck me forcibly was throughout the
The ends and *Wee are nailed to-Ider
this action of
islands yesterday.
the Rt. Rev. Bishop Goette. 0
vesaat Fish Was seeking the support the Republican seete committ
the quality of farms we saw. It is The returns
gether tato frame by one macline
ee on
from
fifty
out
of
the
ala. M.
of the stockholders to thwart the Taft. Also
wrong
say
to
that
McCrack
all
and
en elghty districts *how 31 "Nationalthe bottoms and tops are nailed
refused to commept on
An encottra,ging sign of the (Intel
plans of E. H. Harriman in reference Poraker's «der to the commfit
county land is poor. There are any hits" elected,
ee.
ten Progressives, eight on by another. These machir.es are in England is a
to the future policy of the Illinois
movement for
number of fine farms in de, county, Independents and
fed
with
nails
by
one Catholic. In
an automatic ar- stricter Sabbath. which
Central, the ,proxies *ere drawn in
has the mapand
farmers
the
appear
all
prosperrangeme
Manila the "Nationalists" won by a
nt, which presents the re- Inert
Flies bona Like Oil of Lavender.
of "the archbishop of Westminthe names oa Mr. Fish and the late
ous. Their prosperous condition
is large majority in both districts. Dom- quired number of them at
"I called at the office of a friend in
elichatr
oke ster, and the Rev. John S. aidJohn C. Welling, vace-president of my
naticeable. and a•ricie -over the coun- inandor Gomez claims
the election in One stroke does the business of nail- gett,
line of business the other day."
the comma. In earlier years proxrepresenting the nouconformiet
ty makes one proud of the fact that the First district Justo
lug
at
each
Lakban concorner, and one stroke churches.
said an Olivr• street insurance mate
lea had been se-niece-a :fi me ?fatties of .
.
lie livee bete:"
tests
election of both of the independ also suffices for the bottoOns and tops.
and noticed him take a little, round
In response to a request from
Mr., Fist and Mr. Harriman. Wall
ence
candidat
the
es.
nails
phial a couple of ite•lies long -and as
being
pushed
in rather than Bishop John E. Robinso
-4Sle
street is intereiated in the possibility
n, the board
Fir Produce a Sweat.
It will probably be ten days before driven. One of there maahine
this•k as a lead pen 'ii from his desk
s will of foreign miseicum has made provie"Sc,' here, kid, y.1404 OPedfl't lw eons- •-it was
of ex.-President Fish Making an etduring
an
complet
examina
oral
returns
e
tion
are
ratne 500e boxers a day, and two
received.
pour
and
drop
a
of
the
liquid
it
con-lite
maround
ion for the oiltgoing of,three practtifart ao ronterit /few '-year's annual
here no 1411.11, tellin• me yet. at a media! colleee,
, e
- As the examichines, working together, will turn
taieu into his hand. rub his painis l aives lee: leer? yer
eat printers as missionaries, one for
meeting, but so far as is known M/..
,mputost• I knee- nation pro,•eeded the student
.. , then the
who
was
out
10,004
logemer
backs.
boxes,
The Proerentilve Rooster and the
of his hands ibtt yott't I' her- i kith'. flint fiancy
excelat for the each of the Methodist
Fieh has not taken any steps to o e i•I being questioned got
publishing.
. warmer and
labels.
and finally his fae• and ears, while aleliew your ic.;.,
Proverb.
:hi m il the whale
rain proxies for the meeting.
houses in Bombay, Calcutja and
warmer,
and
Sweat
the
'broke out
The lid of the cigar box is hell' in
very agreeable perfume .filled the reek •ta-aew York
Madras.
World.
over his forehead
place by nailing only alona the front
room.
Tbe cornet stone of the new catbeWHITE M eN HallarD• IN J %IL
"What
eould
you
do
throw
to
a
edge,
and
'Getting
"
ready for company, eh'?' Which—Bracleyeephalic or Dolit•hocegenerally by one nail.- The dral at
Omaha, Neb., will be laid the
FOR NIURDER(OMelITTlea)
patient
into
profuse
persaira
a
tion?
'
hinge at the back is made by one
I ventured, as a polite preliminary to
Mitotic?
first Sunday in October, It Is expectIIY !% 1**-4tit()
at length asked the examiner, "if you
S"IF; NAME• finding out- what- he Wee
strip
of
cheesecl
oth
a,n
glued
The cabied news from London that
upon the 'ed a number of churah dignitar
•
ies
had tried the ordinary drugs without
outside and subsequently covered by
why he wee doing it.
te
h average %at of an Englishman Is
will attend. Plans are being forumMemphis. Tenn . July al
effect?" •
There
"'Yee: ita answered. 'getting ready smaller than it used
the
labels
and
paper
trimmin
gs.
When
to
he
late.d to make it one of the greatest
need surmay be nothing Iii a name, but law for flies.'
"Send hitn hirre -to be examined.'
the hinge is dry the pasting of the
prise no one. In part it is the remit
religious demonstrations ever witrent'.' Gibbon, who has lime been rereplied the student, without at molabels is begun. •Tiny metal hinges
"'What's that perfume got te do of the lexeling proceseeff of,
nessed in the west.- democ- ment's hesitation, "If that
leased front jail Ole a writ of latbeas with flies?'
_
don't do
are sometimes put upon cigar boxes,
t asked
racy. Many people habitually wear
As an instance of the tragedy acorpus, is certain there is. Gibson
there's
It
nothing
would."
that
but these are comparatively rare. So
'"That's lavender oil, and as long "store" hats whose ill-fed
foreign m4sations, Dr. Hoeklua, of Bei.
ancestors
was Io(Aced up on the_ serious charge as you k rep
are dovetailed boxes, which can, how•
it aboutyou yo di never tmed them onlyy on great occagions if
rut. Syria, referred to the fact that
of murder, and what was more there he _pestered with
ever.
Appropr
beahad
iateaa,
on order.
BIPP. They _come at all. The' average /stature of the
four of the members of that mission
was no one who doubted that Law- near enough
Generally speaking, the entire, inA certain officer who had by no
to get a sniff, and away English people too has probably degave fteur years of devoted stork to
:retire Gibson was the man waist
tenor surface of the box its lined
they go. It altogether too much foriolined site* the introduc
with preparing an Arabic translation of
tion of the , means distinguished himself in the
; it so happened. their noeps, at flies have any. or
South
Taper,
African
war.
the
retired
from
for factory system, though in most other 4
.. _.
the bible, atiti then found all their
taileee title alarm clerk fails me,
- lowever. that the -Laverenee Minton their breathing apparatus if they countries stature tends to increase P 1
d "built himself a villa
He
labor losgliecaude the American Bible
.
v.honi the authorities wanted was a haven't,
_was avowing Bete- a _friend nee -day: here's wiling -I-get -11w-beat of "4
You know, in euchereattrerqn-part the change is dim Rine
4bureh and -Clienry.
miawtrietr - Mutt- nut- pray* the nee
negro, while the mein whom they bad as we have been enduria
early. lard and the worm" propositioal
•
g; flies ar ture of races. Within big long life- and rentarkert:
The dioung Men's Hebrew associa- tiara $10,000.for the
.
Mitl was white._ These fares wt•re particularly troable
ion.
_ publicat
-New
_
York
Sun.
_'The
t
only
difficult
some, and a half
y t have is about
Ron orLouleallie=reports a Member"
Itinie Etiadetone -was able to seea _ a
_ _ _
pi e
•1. TO the -.Wit.
eece grown eirla a perrof Frionifieation ettalting iecrease
Ifileme -for-Taa -Ebause. I should like
UI the percent
atage of
The fundamental aigraty
not sufficient to get the release of
SPENTof huimpertinence. t; will COMP back dark-haired people in
to hit upon eomething suitable, some- attiLIONS
ihrPhe
of50,
Tannu
al district. convention of manity is in
England, The
Gibson, and he as .kept behind the to the same
Rs divinity.
-100qt CIGAR BOXF.S.
place on your ear twenty dark aailas are generally hracazce thing appropriate to my -militaCY ca•
bars until his attorney heti applied times in three
reer, you know."
mitoses, and, after phalli:, or round-headed, wherea
the
-for a writ of habeas corpus:
There is' probably not a cigar
risking its life every lino-et returns. Saxons acre dolichoeephalle,
I "I see," replied his friend. "Then
pi long
Gibson was arrested three weeks here -It is again
the twenty-first time headed. Round...heads are uuppose silly not Call it 'The Retreat?----Tit- smoker In the land who has not wand
ago on charges of larcene and oh- just as impudet
dered, at one time or another, how
'
it as ever. Lavender:to be artistic and executive, long Bits•
taming money under false l,retenaea. oil is very agreeabl
much of what he pays for his smoke
e to mtiost people heads reflective and philosophfral.
•
lie was dismissed after it was shown but the flies haw'
goes into the box, and the lithono more use for it New York World,
4.ri(Ing Tired.
that both (bargee :were before an- thana mosquit
grata/led labels and the gilt bands and
o has for a dose of
_ whey court on a civil_ suit. As he pennyro
the like. The cost of these boxes
yal ... Even the offiee_is almost.
Salvation Army Fluid.
%gas leaving the courtroom he wig clear
used In the (Aped States alone foots
of flies, as you see:
l'he 'Salvation
aetouuded %hen the_shariff took him 1- al-looked- up to $6.0041,1141 eetery year.- Some
Army and relief
-around, ford- he was
fund le going to provide sunshine
he the arm stud-informed him that he rant, for there
of them go to Havana, but they COMP
was hardly a fly to-.be
8-nd happinetis for the poor.
ems under arreet on a murder charge_ seen. I bought
back with cigars th them.
Oue
a bottle%of the oil, not
(foliar will giveatwe poor children:- or
• lie prcepeted hie innocence',lett to ne no mucati for officen
Perhaps the most Interesting .and
ee. as to help out
mothers a day of pleasure. A picnic
mead, and was locked up.
least-knowtt fact about Mils indestry
My Sunday All!Trit
m
...n .
\asap";
. -for, ne
Iii 194)4, Lawrence Gibson wagain-,-met-ten-arac•t
is that, while -some cigar boxes are
dii
darken the room w
toth
ea-n4u
s
anatAajerL
-dieted on a charge_ .of murder. The altere is generall
musicl
ariTi
made of cedar, a great number are
oll.ey
y a fly who finds his
ride is a dream that will become a
inditanicant- was lost, butt-an old caplaslway inmide, and,
made of poplar, veneered on one side
by repeited attacks reality
in two weeks' time. Every
.was in the hands Of the sheriff. The!keeps you awake
with cedar, oath& -atilt others ar
and in it bad humor, dollar
'Means two souls made glad.
made of poplar .wiehout any veneer.
Negro fled the country. Gibson, the I have slept in peace
ever since, faa Then the rest of the
fund will ha
aawhite man also left this section and the flies have
In the latter case the wood -is printed
more.respeet for the used for the
fresh milk and lee dewasa gone for several years. When I', lavende
in imIlattion of cedar by the Use of
r perfume than for otereene partment
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To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
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are making • a special mailing
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vance, for The Daily Sun, which affords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
• from home.
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ADVANCED STYLE
First Showiog of
Tailored Fall Suits
•

E have just received and are
now showing the first Fall
Tailored Suits, direct from the
Fashion Centers. The new cuts
are here for your inspection.
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